For diam agnetic m olecules it has been sh ow n 1 that the so-called high frequency or paramagnetic contributions to the induced current density produced b y an external m agnetic field -w h en ce: to the nuclear shielding and the susceptibility tensors a and y -can be treated by means o f scalar v elocity potentials. Only those parts o f the currents need to be considered, which are proportional to the field. L et n represent a quantum mechanical one-particle den sity when the field is absent (or a sem iclassical, i.e. a Thom as-Ferm i density, or even a classical charge distribution), then the electric current resulting from applying a static field B m ay be w ritten as:
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where e and m are charge and mass o f the particle (the electron), A is an arbitrary choice o f the vectorpotential used to describe the field. Practical units are used through out. fa is a velocity potential for the paramagnetic part o f th e current or m ay be thought o f as being a gauge trans form ation adapted to the geom etry o f n; this quantity is a functional o f A and can be determined from :
w ith boundary conditions discussed in 1. Molecular N-particle densities can be handled similarly by superposition o f orbital contributions. To Eq. (2) there corresponds a variation princip le: 
application o f the variation principle in order to determine Ro leads to Ro = 0. I t has been known for som e tim e6 that taking Ro, th e origin o f the vectorpotential, to be the center o f electronic charge causes yd to be at a minimum. Due to the sm all excentricity o f H 2 , all param agnetic parts are reduced to a few percent o f the total valus, conforming however to current notation, we refer the results to the nuclei. I t follows from (2) th at / is proportional to cos cp, it is convenient to expand as it appears essential to include negative powers o f //. <9 sym bolizes a cut-off factor at infinity in order to obey boundary conditions1; due to the exponential decay o f n it m ay be set equal to unity, the expansion coefficients {c} are com puted from (3).
The results together w ith som e reference values 7-16 are collected in Table 1 wavefunctions used, as well as the shielding and correspon dingly the spin rotational constant Ca by the SCF functions, the LCAO description being less satisfactory. The para magnetic part of x is not very well represented -correspon ding to the weighting in the surface of the moleculeprevious calculations7,11 of th at quantity (and the rota tional magnetic moment) scatter by a factor 10. Experi mentally, xp amounts to 2.1% of the total susceptibility, whereas our calculations give only 1.7%.
The accuracy of the computations is to five significant digits. However, rather large error bars should be admitted on the shielding values: our ad differ from the best value18, no averaging on vibronic states is included and the calcu lations are carried out at the theoretical equilibrium dis tance. M u sh e r9 claims th at these neglects will amount to about 0.4 ppm. For similar reasons one should not take the total susceptibility values too literally within the limits of a few percent.
We add a remark on the method of "Gauge Invariant Atomic Orbitals" (GIAO)10,14. In conjunction with the shielded Coulson wavefunction this procedure gives a result for the imaginary part of the wavefunction which is equivalent1 to: If the terms we have underlined could be neglected, the solution would be g = 1. The approximate solution / g i a o is in error mainly in the neighbourhood of the protons; it is this region however, which is most im portant for the determination of the nuclear shielding. Taking g to be a constant, application of Eq. (3) leads to g = 0.79. In the table the results with th at modified function (6 ) are quoted as " GIAO with variation" . As compared with variational solutions, the GIAO method seems to introduce quite visible errors.
In the figure a vector map of the induced current density distribution is represented, which is calculated from the SCF function th at gives the minimum of the total energy (a == 0.95) with the most successful trialfunction for (3). None of the other wavefunctions or variational solutions show marked differences in comparison with this diagram, which is to be contrasted with a plot given in the literature (Fig. 3 of Ref. 10 ).
In conclusion, the method employed here appears to produce reliable results in this simple case; the remaining errors are due to the errors in the wavefunctions of the unperturbed molecule. In particular, the values for the average shielding are probably better than the results for the susceptibility; this might be attributed to the appear ance of 1/rj terms in the Hamiltonian for the electronic motion and the neglect of correlation in the considered approximations of the wavefunction.
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